Abstract-We consider the effect of mobility on a wideband direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication system, and study a scale-lag Rake receiver capable of leveraging the diversity that results from mobility. A wideband signal has a large bandwidth-to-center frequency ratio, such that the typical narrowband Doppler spread assumptions do not apply to mobile channels. Instead, we assume a more general temporal scaling phenomenon, i.e., a dilation of the transmitted signal's time support. Based on a uniform ring of scatterers model, we determine that the wideband scattering function, which quantifies the average scale spreading, has a "bathtub-shaped" scale profile. We compare the performances of a scale-lag Rake and a frequency-lag Rake, each capable of leveraging the diversity that results from mobility. Such analysis applies, for example, to ultra-wideband (UWB) radio frequency channels and underwater wideband acoustic channels.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
IDEBAND communication systems are defined as having a fractional bandwidth-the ratio of single-sided bandwidth to center frequency-that exceeds 0.20 [1] [2] . Otherwise, the system is called narrowband. We are interested in studying the effect of mobility (i.e., temporal variation in the physical geometries between transmitter, receiver, and scatterers) on wideband communications systems and in designing transceivers capable of leveraging the potential diversity gains that result from multipath propagation in mobile environments.
First, it is important to note that the combined effects of multipath and mobility on transmitted signals are modeled quite differently for wideband systems than for their narrowband counterparts. For example, in narrowband systems with a dense ring of scatterers surrounding the receiver, mobility imparts a spreading of the signal in the frequency-domain that is commonly referred to as Doppler spreading [3, p. 809] . In wideband communication systems employing direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)-the focus of this manuscript-the effects of mobility in the multipath mobile environment are not well described by frequency-domain spreading, but rather by time-domain scale spreading. Note that scale-spreading arises from the same fundamental mechanism that causes Doppler spreading. For example, changing the time scale of a single sinusoid is equivalent to shifting the signal in frequency. By scale spreading, we mean that several copies of the transmitted signal combine at the receiver, each with a different dilation of the time support of the original signal. In addition, each copy may be attenuated and temporally delayed by a different amount.
When the different propagation paths are characterized by independent dilations and delays, the fading inherent to multipath propagation can be mitigated by using diversity reception. For wideband DSSS signaling, we propose a scalelag Rake receiver that extracts this diversity. 1 The scalelag Rake employs a basis composed of shift-dilates of the transmitted waveform in order to match the scale-lag spreading induced by the wideband channel. In general, the transmit waveform could be designed to optimally enable the scale-lag diversity; however, for practical considerations, we constrain the transmit waveform to be a DSSS signal. The analysis can be applied to underwater acoustic systems [4] as well as to radio frequency ultra-wideband (UWB) systems [5] . In particular, this paper considers mobile wideband systems with limited available lag diversity where extracting dilation diversity has the potential to significantly improve performance [6] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the DSSS waveform and defines the transformation used to model the input-output characteristics of the wideband channel. Section III motivates the scale-lag Rake receiver and discusses the scale-resolution property of a wideband DSSS waveform. Furthermore, a low complexity implementation of the scale-lag basis projection is proposed. In Section IV, the wideband scattering function, which quantifies the scale-lag channel energy profile, is examined and scale-lag diversity is defined. Section V supports the analysis by providing numerical results for a system employing second-derivative Gaussian chip pulses. Finally, we provide conclusions in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Transmit Signal
Throughout, we assume baseband DSSS signaling, where the transmitted signal s(t) results from linearly modulating a TX RX v sequence of BPSK symbols {b k } with a wideband signature waveform x(t):
In (1), N b is the number of transmitted bits, T b is the bit spacing, and
where E b is the energy per bit.
The wideband DSSS signature waveform takes the form
where p(t) is the unit-energy chip pulse, {c i }
Np−1 i=0
is the length-N p pseudo-noise (PN) chip sequence, and
is the chip spacing. The spreading sequences in this paper are modeled as random to facilitate the analysis. Since we consider baseband signaling, all signals and parameters are real valued. We assume that the chip pulse p(t) is bandpass with spectral peak f o Hz, single-sided bandwidth W ≈ 2f o Hz, and duration
To model time-hopping [5] or episodic signaling [7] , the PN sequence {c i } may be chosen from a ternary alphabet
where the non-zero chip probability q is chosen so that E[c 2 i ] = 1. See [8] , [9] for more details on the construction of ternary sequences.
B. Wideband Channel Representation
The wideband channel output r(t), due to input s(t), can be modeled as [10] 
where L (a, τ ) is the wideband channel kernel and w(t) is zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with twosided power spectral density σ 2 w . The model (3) allows for a continuum of paths, where each path is associated with a propagation delay of τ seconds and a dilation factor of a. In particular, the kernel L (a, τ ) quantifies the contribution of all paths with dilation/delay (a, τ ). Note that, since the wideband transformation L{·} is not time-invariant, its eigenfunctions are not sinusoids. Note also that L{·} subsumes wideband time-selective fading, wideband frequency-selective fading, and wideband doubly selective fading.
We illustrate the function of the wideband channel kernel L (a, τ ) with the simple two-path noiseless example shown in Fig. 1 . Suppose that the two paths have equal length: d = cτ , where c is the speed of wave propagation and τ is the temporal lag from transmitter to receiver. With the receiver moving at velocity v, the path arriving perpendicular to the direction of motion experiences no dilation (a = 1), while the path arriving parallel to the direction of motion experiences a dilation of a < 1. Hence, the received signal can be written as
with δ(·) denoting the Dirac delta function. In this model, a path arriving at an angle of ξ radians (relative to the direction of receiver motion) will experience a dilation factor of a = 1 − v c cos(ξ). Finite velocities and path losses imply that the wideband channel kernel L (a, τ ) has non-zero support on the compact
where a min and a max are the minimum and maximum dilation, respectively, and where τ max is the maximum delay spread. By convention, we assume that the shortest path has time delay of zero. Some channels may be considered sparse, such that L (a, τ ) is non-zero on a small fraction of the set Ω [11] . We define the effective delay spread τ sup to be the measure of the non-zero lag support. The minimum dilation and maximum dilation can be written a min = 1 − v max /c and a max = 1+v max /c, respectively, where v max is the maximum relative velocity.
An important system parameter is the (single-sided) scale spread: γ max := [12, p. 809] .
Typical values of scale spread γ max can be quite large in underwater acoustic channels. In particular, the numerical experiments in Section V demonstrate that the wideband mobility allows significant diversity gain when γ max T b f o ≥ 0.01. For example, γ max = 0.002 results from 2 v max = 11 km/hr, from which γ max T b f o = 0.01 can be obtained for, e.g., an underwater DSSS system with data rate T −1 b = 10 bps and bandwidth 100 Hz. The latter rate should be adequate for environmental monitoring applications which track slowly varying parameters such as temperature or salinity. Though typical values of scale spread γ max may be extremely small for mobile RF channels, the effect of this scale spread can be 2 As described in [13] , mobility in underwater applications could arise from wind-induced wave motion of a receiver mounted on a floating buoy. Using the rule hrmsfwave = 0.01v 1.5 wind [13] , where hrms denotes RMS wave height in meters, fwave denotes wave frequency in Hz, and v wind denotes wind velocity in m/s-and assuming that the buoy bobs vertically, with the transmitter located θ radians from the axis of motion-it is straightforward to show that a maximal rate of path length variation vmax m/s corresponds to a wind speed of v wind = ( W , which is known to quantify the effect of time-dispersion in narrowband systems. As an example of a system with limited lag diversity, if we choose τ max = τ sup = 10 ms in the previously described acoustic example 3 , we find a normalized effective delay spread of τ sup f o = 0.5.
From the previous RF example, given a maximum delay spread of τ max = 2.5 μs, we find a normalized maximum delay spread of τ max f o = 1.0 × 10 4 . However, vehicular channels are often sparse, as shown in [11] . For example, in 95% of measured channels only 5 rays were significant 4 , while in 79% of measured channels only 2 rays were significant. Since, at bandwidth W Hz, each ray contributes 1 2W seconds to the effective delay spread τ sup , a 2-ray channel would yield a normalized effective delay spread of τ sup f o = 0.5. These diverse rays can be resolved by a DSSS system as shown in Section III.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the maximum delay spread is much less than the symbol spacing, i.e., τ max T b , in which case guardbands can be inserted to prevent inter-symbol interference (ISI) with a small loss in spectral efficiency. This assumption is reasonable for DSSS with large processing gain and is often made for impulse-radio UWB RF systems [14, p.34] and DSSS underwater acoustic systems [4] . It can be confirmed that τ max = 0.1T b for the previously described underwater acoustic example and τ max = 0.0625T b for the previously described RF example.
III. SCALE-LAG RAKE RECEIVER A. Wideband Scale-Lag Canonical Model Representation
Sayeed and Aazhang [15] derived a narrowband canonical model for parsimonious representation of a narrowband baseband-equivalent received signal and, after making statistical assumptions on the narrowband baseband-equivalent channel kernel, analyzed the performance of a frequency-lag Rake receiver, which exploits Doppler-lag channel diversity in a mobile spread-spectrum system. Motivated by the narrowband canonical model, Balan et al. [3] derived a canonical model for the wideband transformation. A similar wideband decomposition was proposed independently in [16] .
The wideband canonical model parameterizes the wideband transformation as a weighted sum of delay and dilation operations [3] : where the canonical weighting coefficients l m,n are given by,
The quantities a and t are the channel's dilation spacing and translation spacing parameters, respectively. See [3] for more details. Note that (5) follows from (3)- (4). The wideband canonical representation (4) implies that, in the presence of AWGN at the receiver, a bank of correlators matched to shift-dilates of the wideband signature waveform (i.e., the scale-lag Rake) will produce a set of (possibly correlated) sufficient statistics for optimal reception [12, Ch 5] . Although [3] suggested the possibility of a scale-lag Rake receiver for the wideband case, it was never developed. Our main contribution is to develop and study the scale-lag Rake receiver for the wideband channel.
B. Scale-Lag Resolution
The scale-lag resolution properties of a wideband DSSS signal x(t) can be determined by studying the wideband ambiguity function χ(a, τ ) [17] , defined as
where
dt is the inner product. We define the minimum resolvable lag τ o to be the smallest τ > 0 such that χ(1, τ) = 0, and the minimum resolvable dilation α o to be the smallest a > 1 such that χ(a, 0) = 0; the minimum scale resolution is defined as β o := α o − 1. Below, we show that these resolution quantities are related to the chippulse duration T p -or, equivalently, the peak frequency f oand to the symbol spacing T b . The minimum resolvable lag and the minimum scale resolution will be used as guidelines in the sequel to construct the basis functions for the scale-lag Rake receiver.
An often used rule-of-thumb is that a linear Rake receiver can resolve multipath with inter-arrival lag differences on the order of T p seconds [12, p. 841] . This is verified by the following proposition.
Proposition 1: The mean and variance of the ambiguity function χ(1, τ) of the wideband DSSS signal x(t) in (2) vanish for τ ≥ T p .
Proof: See Appendix I. It immediately follows from Proposition 1 that the minimum resolvable lag τ o has an upper bound given by τ o ≤ T p . Next, the scale resolution property of a DSSS signal is linked to the time-bandwidth product. Let a result in a dilation greater than or equal to one chip-pulse duration T p (illustrated by Fig. 2) , i.e.,
Now consider the following proposition, which gives a ruleof-thumb for the minimum resolvable dilation α o .
Proposition 2:
The mean and variance of χ(a, 0) vanish for
if and only if the chip pulse p(t) has zero DC component.
Proof: See Appendix I. From Proposition 2, we see that, for zero-DC pulses, the minimum scale resolution is upper bounded by
Since the chip-pulse duration T p and the peak frequency f o are inversely proportional, we can say that the scale resolution β o is on the order of
−1 -the inverse of the time-bandwidth product.
C. Example: Second-Derivative Gaussian Chip Pulse
We now use a second-derivative Gaussian chip pulse to illustrate the scale and lag resolution properties of a DSSS signal. The pulse waveform is defined as [18] 
with Fourier transform
Time and frequency plots of the second-derivative Gaussian are shown in Fig. 3 . From Fig. 3 (a), we argue that the chip pulse duration 5 is roughly T p = 2 fo seconds. From Fig. 3 (b), we see that the chip pulse (8) has zero DC component 6 and confirm that the peak frequency equals f o .
It is shown in Appendix I that, for large spreading gain N p and practical values of dilation (i.e., a ≈ 1), 7 the wideband ambiguity function can be approximated in the mean-square sense as
is the wideband ambiguity function of the chip pulse p(t). The ambiguity function for the second derivative Gaussian pulse 5 Some authors [19] , [20] define duration differently and conclude Tp = is very small compared to 1. 
where f (a) := We now find the minimum resolvable dilation α o and minimum resolvable lag τ o for DSSS signaling over secondderivative Gaussian chip pulses. To do so, we examine the 
D. Connection to Radar, Sonar, and Wavelets
The reader will notice that if x(t) satisfies the wavelet admissibility conditions [22, p. 125], then χ(a, τ ) is the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) with respect to x(t). It is easily verified that if the chip pulse p(t) is admissible, then the waveform x(t) is also admissible. A necessary condition of admissibility is for the waveform to have a zero at DC; hence, an arbitrarily chosen wavelet will satisfy Proposition 2. In this paper, wavelet sequences are used to extract scale diversity from the channel; wavelets have also been used for time-varying system identification [23] , [24] . The connection between wavelet analysis and wideband processing for Radar and Sonar is studied in [25] , and experimental results are reported in [26] .
The affect of time dilation on spread-spectrum signals is sometimes called "code Doppler." A study of the effect of code Doppler on timing acquisition was performed in [27] . We are not aware of any attempts to exploit the presence of code Doppler for diversity gain. Code Doppler will also occur if there is a sampling frequency mismatch between the transmitter digital to analog converter (DAC) and the receiver analog to digital converter (ADC), in which case every path is dilated by the same amount.
The scale and lag resolution analysis we have performed for DSSS signals could be applied to Radar/Sonar estimation of target velocity and range. Consider the following recent papers on the topic. An exploration on the connection of the wideband ambiguity function (6) for arbitrary motion (not just constant velocity) and its constant-velocity narrowband approximation is found in [28] . In [29] , the authors investigate the dilation resolution properties of random wideband signals, which are generated via a Gaussian noise source. In [30] , a ternarymodulated sequence was used to estimate range and velocity. In [31] , the authors estimate range by determining when the pulse first arrives. In [32] , a Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) on the estimation error of velocity and range via wideband ambiguity function analysis is calculated based on the Mellin transform [33] . One avenue of future work is to design optimal CRLB-minimizing chip-pulses and sequences by applying the Mellin transform analysis in [32] to our ambiguity-function approximations.
E. Choice of Rake Basis Functions
Motivated by the scale-lag wideband channel parameterization in Section III-A and the scale-lag resolution properties in Section III-B, we choose, as basis functions for demodulating the k th bit, the set of dilated-delayed versions of the DSSS waveform x(t) [c.f., (2)]:
where a o is the dilation-spacing parameter and t o is the translation-spacing parameter (c.f. Section III-A). We define The scale-lag Rake receiver projects the received signal onto the scale-lag basis functions {x 
In (14), {h 
where vectors h k and w k are defined similarly. Because the channel produces finite scaling and delay, there is negligible energy in the scale-lag Rake components corresponding to the following set of indices: {m, n | m > and N ≈ τsup to in order to limit complexity while capturing a significant fraction of the received signal energy.
F. Reduced-Complexity Rake Implementation
Anticipating the high expense of accurate wideband analog filtering, we propose a low-complexity means of scale-lag projection. For ease of illustration, we focus on a (2M + 1) × (N + 1) rectangular array of Rake fingers. For this setup, we propose to feed the output of a single chip-matched filter into a bank of samplers with rates {(a Fig. 8.) Here, we have assumed, for simplicity, that the chip-spacing T o is a multiple of the translation-spacing t o , i.e., To to = N t for N t ∈ N. Focusing on the 0 th bit and dropping the superscripts in (14) , the proposed structure can be justified as follows.
where * denotes linear convolution and where
The approximation in (16) is premised on the idea that dilating the T p -duration chip pulse p(t) by a m o has a negligible effect on the Rake outputs. 8 Note that, since
dilating p(t) is insignificant in comparison to dilating the T b -duration bit waveform x(t).
Notice that the translation-spacing t o is analogous to the sampling period in lag-only Rake reception (i.e., the m = 0 components); the scale components (i.e., m = 0) are obtained by slightly lengthening or shortening the sampling period. An interesting question is how sampling frequency offset will affect the performance of the scale-lag Rake. We conjecture that as long as the sampling of the scale-lag plane is "dense" enough to collect all the received energy, then sampling frequency offsets will not adversely impact performance. Fig. 8 . Block-diagram for the rectangular scale-lag Rake projection given by (16) . The receiver can be made causal by introducing an appropriate bulk delay in the matched filter.
IV. SCALE-LAG DIVERSITY
To determine the diversity extracted by the coherent scalelag Rake receiver, we derive the second-order statistics of the wideband channel kernel L (a, τ ) and use this information to compute correlation between the channel coefficients. The number of large eigenvalues of the combining coefficient autocorrelation matrix will be used to study the effective diversity order extracted by the receiver.
A. Wideband Scattering Function
In this section, we compute the second-order wideband channel statistics
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function and where the n th path has real-valued gain l n , dilation a n , and lag τ n . Specifically, we assume: (A1) The path parameters {l n }, {a n }, and {τ n } are i.i.d.
across
paths with joint density p A,L,T (·, ·, ·). (A2)
The path amplitudes are zero mean, i.e., E[l n ] = 0. (A3) The dilation a n is independent of the amplitude l n and lag
Assumption (A3) is motivated by the fact that the amplitude and lag are often correlated in wireless channels, as evident from power profiles that are exponential in the lag variable [12] , [34] . Similar assumptions have been made to analyze narrowband channels [35] .
From assumptions (A1) and (A2) we write
where (A1) allows us to consider the first path without loss of generality. From (A3),
and
where we define
The function f T (τ ) is the delay profile as a function of lag τ . We substitute (20) and (21) into (19) to obtain
where Ψ(a, τ ) is the wideband scattering function, which quantifies the distribution of received power as a function of dilation and delay. Now that the form of the wideband scattering function has been determined, we investigate the dilation density p A (·). An often studied channel geometry is a fixed transmitter and dense ring of scatterers surrounding the mobile receiver. In this "isotropic" case, the relation between the angle-of-arrival relative to the direction of travel ξ and dilation a is
is the scale-spread. Given the angle of arrival distribution p Ξ (·), it is a simple matter to compute the dilation distribution p A (·),
where Y = cos(Ξ) and
If the angle of arrival ξ is distributed uniformly on (−π, π], then we have
which is a shifted version of the familiar "bathtub" profile [36] . We call the function p A (a) the scale profile, analogous to the Doppler profile in narrowband baseband-equivalent channels.
B. Wideband Channel Coefficient Correlation
Recalling (15), the noise vector w k is Gaussian distributed with zero mean; hence, the optimal bit error rate (BER)-minimizing coherent receiver is the whitened matched filter [12, p. 603 The decision statisticb k is [12] 
where (R
H is the whitening matrix and
is, e.g., the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix R x and can be computed offline.
In the following, we focus on the k th bit and drop the bit index notation. The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as SNR := E b /σ 2 w and the theoretical BER expression for a system employing BPSK signaling and coherent reception with perfect channel state information, assuming real-valued Gaussian coefficients, can be computed as [21, pp. 24-25 ]
, κ := |I| are the eigenvalues of the combining vector correlation matrix
, and R h := E[hh T ] is the the channel autocorrelation matrix.
Similar to [37] , we define the effective diversity order extracted by the receiver as the negative slope of the log-log plot of P e versus SNR at a particular finite SNR. An exact expression for the effective diversity order is omitted here because it is complicated and does not yield insight into the connection between the eigenvalues and the BER performance. Instead, the following piecewise-linear upper bound derived from (31) is provided whose negative slope approximates the effective diversity order:
where B(SNR) := |{λ big j }| is the number of large eigenvalues defined as {λ equals the traditionally defined (i.e., asymptotic) diversity order, which, for our real-valued Gaussian channel, is κ 2 , the number of non-zero eigenvalues divided by two. 9 9 The halving is an artifact of the real-valued nature of the Gaussian channel coefficients.
To obtain the channel coefficient correlation matrix R h , we use the uncorrelated scattering property (23) to find
The approximation above is due to Lemma 4 in Appendix I, which makes the case that , for normalized scale and normalized lag, respectively, to obtain
where we usedχ(a, τ ) from (10). The channel correlation matrix R h can be constructed component-wise from (34) with k = k = 0.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we examine the BER performance of a DSSS system employing a unit-energy second-derivative Gaussian chip pulse (c.f. (8)). We assume an energy-preserving channel, i.e., Ψ(a, τ )dadτ = 1, with real-valued Gaussian coefficients that satisfy (A1)-(A3), so that the results in Section IV apply. By central limit theory arguments, the Gaussian coefficient property can be justified through the assumption that each channel coefficient represents an aggregate of many reflections. BER is calculated using (30) and plotted against
. To obtain the eigenvalues in (30), we computed R h in (34) by numerically integrating over the variables (γ,τ ) using a 41 × 41 grid and MATLAB's trapz command. Figure 9 compares performances of the rectangular and "Tshaped" scale-lag Rakes to a rectangular frequency-lag Rake and a lag-only Rake. Our baseband channel mandates that we use a real-valued version of the frequency-lag Rake from [15] , the details of which are given in Appendix II. The lagonly Rake employs a linear array of N + 1 fingers, the "Tshaped" Rake employs N + 1 lag fingers plus two non-trivial scale fingers, as illustrated in Fig. 7 , and the rectangular Rakes employ an array of (2M + 1) × (N + 1) fingers.
For the scale and lag spacing of the scale-lag Rake fingers, we chose k γ = 0.28 (equivalent to half the minimum resolvable dilation) and k τ = 0.236 (equivalent to the minimum resolvable lag), respectively. Smaller scale and lag spacings were found to yield little performance gain due to increasing correlations between Rake fingers; larger scale and lag spacings led to a degradation in performance. We chose M = 5 would occur in a 2-ray RF system with mobile velocity 67.5 km/hr, data rate 25 kbps, and bandwidth 8 GHz; or in an underwater system with mobile velocity 11 km/hr, data rate 10 bps, bandwidth 100 Hz, and delay spread of 10 ms. In both of these examples, τ max T b , so that ISI can be prevented using guardbands that are much shorter than the bit interval.
In Fig. 9(a) , the normalized scale spreading γ max T b f o = 0.005 is minimal, and so the four receivers show similar performance. In Figures 9(b) and (c), with normalized scalespreads of γ max T b f o = 0.05 and 0.1, respectively, the scalelag Rake exploits an approximate effective diversity order of three at SNR= 30 dB, while the lag-only Rake exploits only an approximate effective diversity order of two at the same SNR. The approximate effective diversity orders can be determined by counting the number of eigenvalues above −30 dB and dividing by two [c.f. (32)]. The frequency-lag Rake also exploits an approximate effective diversity order of three, though with smaller eigenvalues and hence worse BER performance. Note that the "T-shaped" scale-lag Rake performs nearly as well as the frequency-lag Rake, and much better than the lag-only Rake with only a slight increase in complexity.
For the remainder of this section, we report Monte Carlo results that verify the above theoretical results. The setup and results are described in the following paragraphs.
The DSSS signal was specified by the following parameters:
fo , where f o is the frequency of the chip-pulse's spectral peak, T p is the chip-pulse duration, and T o is the chippulse spacing. While, in practical systems, the chip-pulses might be spaced farther apart, complexity precluded us from 11 Here we assume a uniform angle-of-arrival distribution; practical systems may deviate from this assumption. doing so. The second-derivative Gaussian pulse (8) was chosen as the chip pulse, and the spreading sequence {c i }
Np−1 i=0
was a random binary sequence of length N p = 128.
An N = 10 tap random dilation-delay channel was generated with a "bathtub"-shaped scale profile p A (a) and with a truncated exponential lag profile f T (τ ). The dilations and delays for each tap were chosen uniformly over the nonzero support of the respective profiles, and the tap amplitudes were zero-mean Gaussian distributed with variance satisfying the scale-lag power profile. The normalized scale spread was γ max T b f o = 0.1, and the normalized effective delay spread was τ sup f o = 0.5. In total, 25000 channel realizations were generated and each realization consumed approximately 500000 multiplies. 12 The channel coefficients
were obtained by projecting the noiseless received signal onto the 12 We would like to point out that a high simulation complexity does not necessarily imply a high receiver complexity. Our wideband DSSS simulations are numerically intensive because the sampling rate required to simulate wideband signaling is inherently high; there is no simplifying "baseband equivalent representation" as there would be with a carrier-modulated narrowband system. Theoretical and simulated BER performances of the receivers with scale-and translation-spacing relations as in Fig. 9 . The normalized scale spread is γmaxT b fo = 0.1, and the normalized effective delay spread is τsupfo = 0.5. The solid curves indicate theoretical performance (c.f. equation (30)) and the dashed curves indicate simulated performance (see the description of the simulation above).
Rake basis functions. The projections were calculated using the discrete approximation
where T s was the sampling period. For the simulations, we chose T s = 1 15fo , which implies approximately 30 samples per chip-pulse.
The Monte-Carlo bit error probability was computed via
H h a denotes a th realization of the combining coefficients vector, and N sim denotes the number of channel realizations. The Monte Carlo curves in Fig. 10 match the theoretical with reasonable accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied scale-lag Rake receivers capable of leveraging the diversity that results from scale-lag spreading in mobile wideband direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) systems. Our analysis applies to mobile channels where narrowband fractional-bandwidth assumptions are invalid, such as radio-frequency ultra-wideband (UWB) systems and underwater wideband acoustic systems. After defining the minimum scale resolution of a DSSS signal, we produced guidelines for choosing the scale-spacing and lag-spacing parameters for the scale-lag Rake basis. We derived the wideband scattering function for a uniform ring of scatterers and used this to numerically compute the performances of scale-lag, frequencylag, and conventional lag-only Rakes. The proposed scale-lag Rake receiver outperformed the frequency-lag Rake with an equal number of fingers, since the scale-lag Rake was better matched to the scale-lag spreading of the wideband channel. Both scale-lag and frequency-lag Rakes outperformed the lagonly Rake in the presence of mobility. 
APPENDIX
where the chip pulse ambiguity function χ p (a, τ ) is defined in (11) .
Np , the summation in (38) is well approximated by an integral when N p is large:
When a ≈ 1, (39) can be further approximated as
Proof: We start with 
Using
Np , we shall see that only the second case in (42) yields a non-negligible contribution.
The terms in (41) corresponding to {i = j = k = l} can be upper bounded by
where the inequality in (43) follows from the chip pulse having bounded energy, i.e., |χ p (a, τ )| ≤ 1. Note that, for large N p , (43) becomes negligible. Next, the summation terms in (41) corresponding to {i = j, k = l, i = k} can be approximated, for large N p as
while those corresponding to {i = k, j = l, i = j} can be approximated, for a ≈ 1, by
The following arguments justify (46). Since p(t) is timelimited to T p seconds, χ p (1, z) is non-zero only when |z| < T p . Therefore, fixing a and τ , for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N p − 1}, there are at most two values of j such that | τ To +ai − j| <
Tp
To . This property, combined with |χ p (a, τ )| < 1, leads to the inequality in (46). Note that, for large N p , the component in (46) becomes negligible. Finally, the summation terms in (41) corresponding to {i = l, j = k, i = j} can also be shown to negligible using similar arguments. In summary, only (44) yields a non-negligible contribution to (41), so that E[χ(a, τ )χ(a , τ )] ≈χ(a, τ )χ(a , τ ).
Lemma 5: For N p large and a near unity, the wideband ambiguity function χ(a, τ ) is approximately equal toχ(a, τ ) in the mean-squared sense. 
The function χ p (1, τ) = 0 when τ > T p .
B. Proposition 2
Proof: From Lemma 5, we see thatχ(a, 0) is a meansquare approximation of χ(a, 0); hence, from (10) χ(a, 0) ≈ for N p large and a near unity.
APPENDIX II REAL-VALUED FREQUENCY-LAG BASIS
The real-valued frequency-lag basis is a simple modification of the work in [15] , which is included here to facilitate comparison to our baseband scale-lag Rake. The frequencylag basis functions are uniform frequency-and time-shifted versions of the DSSS waveform: 
In [15] , it is shown that the baud-spaced complex-valued extension of the frequency-lag basis (53) is approximately orthonormal, which motivated using the frequency-lag Rake receiver to extract diversity in doubly-spread narrowband baseband-equivalent channels.
